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The research of particle physics demands high beam energiesand luminosity. Circular
accelerators are generally more economic than linear accelerators, because the beam cir-
culates many times until it is finally dumped. The disadvantage is that the energy loss due
to synchrotron radiation increases considerably with rising beam energy. In linear accel-
erators this effect is negligible (ch.1 4). Other advantages of linear accelerators are the
relatively easy focusing resulting in a small beam size and alow energy spread, the ab-
sence of multiturn effects and an easier injection and extraction of the beam. Future high
energy high luminosity accelerators therefore focus on theconcept of linear acceleration.
1.1 Layout of Linear e+e- - Accelerators
Linear accelerators consist of three basic units, thesource, the injector and themain ac-
celerator.
Electrons can be generated by athermionic gun, where a heated cathode of a special ma-
terial emits electrons, or a photo cathode, where a strong laser pulse knocks out electrons
of a cathode. Devices where an accelerating rf cavity follows the photo cathode are called
rf guns.
Positrons are created by aiming a relatively high energy electron beam on a heavy metal
target, where by electromagnetic pair production, positrons are created. The positrons
and electrons are then separated by strong electromagneticfields.
Particles are commonly accelerated with rf fields, which require a specific time structure
of the beam. If a photo cathode is used the time structure can be created by pulsing the
laser in the right way. In the case of a thermionic gun, a chopper and a prebuncher must be
used. For positrons the desired time structure is provided by giving the generating elec-
tron beam the right time structure. As the source already gives the beam its time structure,
it builds the basis for the further behaviour of the beam and has a great influence on the
beam dynamics throughout the whole accelerator. A careful choice of the source is there-
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fore essential.
The positron beam produced by the source normally has a too large beam size and beam
divergence to be directly accelerated in the main linac. Both are reduced in so called
damping rings, where the particles simply circulate for some time withoutbeing acceler-
ated. The principle of damping rings is, that the particles lose their transverse momenta
through the emission of synchrotron radiation photons. To reduce the damping time and
achieve the required beam sizes for further acceleration, damping wigglers are used in
addition or instead. They consist of alternating dipoles, which force the particles on a
sinusoidal trajectory. As the bending radius is very small and the number of bends is
high, the particles strongly emit synchrotron radiation and the transverse oscillations are
damped fast. Damping rings are also used for electrons if needed. After the damping
rings the particles are transfered directly or via a transfer lin to the main accelerator. A
typical layout of a linear accelerator is the CLIC layout (fig. 2.0.1)
1.2 Beam Dynamics
In every accelerator the particles are supposed to follow a determinate path. For the
description of the particle trajectories a specific coordinate system is used, where the co-
ordinates are separated into two different parts (fig.1.2 1). One part describes the ideal





Figure 1.2.1: Coordinate system
To keep the beam close to the ideal path throughout the lattice and accelerate it to the
desired energy, electromagnetic fields are used. Their effect on one particle with chargeq
and velocity~v is given by the Lorentz force:
~F = q( ~E + ~v × ~B) (1.2.1)
For relativistic particles the force from a magnetic field of1 T is equivalent to the one of
an electric field of3 × 108 V/m. A magnetic field of1 T can be easily generated, but a
field of 3 × 108 V/m is impossible to reach. Therefore rf electromagnetic fieldsare used
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for particle acceleration (ch.1.2.1) and magnetic fields for particle guidance (ch.1.2.2).
1.2.1 RF Acceleration
In the very beginning of accelerator physics, the particlesw re accelerated with elec-
trostatic fields. These were limited by electrical breakdown. In 1925 Ising proposed to
accelerate the particles with high frequency alternating fields. Nowadays most accelera-
tors use radio frequency (rf) cavities, which are excited byrf generators like klystrons.
Simplified the electromagnetic field seen by the beam in a cavity has a sinusoidal shape.
During the half period, when the field is positive, the particles are accelerated, while dur-
ing the other half period, the beam must be shielded from the field in order not to be
decelerated. Technically this is realized by inserting metallic drift tubes. The length of
the tube segments are chosen such that the particles reach the gap between two successive
tubes at the moment the rf field is accelerating.
Each cavity is designed to produce a given energy gain per cell. Particles with the correct
initial velocity then gain the right amount of energy and maint n synchronism with the
accelerating field. There are two phases where the energy gain per cell is equal to the
design value. Only the earlier phase is called thesynchronous phaseand leads to a stable
orbit. Particles that arrive earlier than the synchronous phase, so particles with too much
energy, experience a smaller accelerating field, and particles that arrive later, so particles
with too little energy, will experience a larger field (fig.1 2.2). Driven by this mechanism
the particles will start to oscillate around the synchronous phase. As the particles ap-
proach relativistic energies, the phase oscillations slowd n, and the particles maintain
an almost constant phase relative to the traveling wave.
1.2.2 Linear Beam Dynamics
For the beam transport through the whole accelerator electromagnet fields are used. Be-
cause the transverse beam size is normally very small, it is useful to expand the magnetic
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Figure 1.2.2: Schematic drawing of an rf wave: a stable operation requiresthat0 < φ < π/2.
As shown the field can be split up in a sum of multipoles, where each multipole has a
different effect on the particles. Dipoles bend the orbit, quadrupoles focus the beam, sex-
tupoles compensate chromatic effects and octupoles correct th influence of field errors.
The part of beam dynamics including only lattices with dipoles and quadrupoles, so linear
magnetic fields, is calledlinear beam dynamics.
Transverse Focusing by Magnetic Quadrupoles
Focusing is needed in a linear accelerator, because the particles are commonly defocused
by the rf transverse electric fields. In addition the beam size increases, because the initial
beam particles always have finite non zero transverse velocity and are repelled by each
other due to the Coulomb forces. Therefore transverse focusing i needed to ensure a
stable operation. The most common solution is to include magnetic-quadrupole focusing
lenses.
A quadrupole is suited for focusing because the field increases linearly from the center and
particles with a larger offset to the ideal orbit experiencea stronger focusing force than
particles with a smaller offset which leads to an overall focusing of the beam (fig.1.2.3).
The field pattern of a quadrupole shows, that the particles aronly focused in one plane
and are defocused in the other plane (fig.1.2.3). A total focusing of the beam in both
transverse planes can be obtained by a combination of quadrupoles. The most common
arrangement is a FODO cell (fig.1 2.4). FODO stands for the order of the elements: Fo-
cusing quadrupole, drift length, Defocusing quadrupole, drift length. The drift lengths are
often substituted by other elements like accelerating structu es, beam position monitors
etc.
















Figure 1.2.3: Field of magnetic Quadrupole: The Quadrupole has a focusingeffect in the x-plane








Figure 1.2.4: FODO lattice: The combination of a focusing magnetic-quadrpole lens and a
following defocusing magnetic-quadrupole lens, results in an overall focus of the beam particles
as known from classical optics. The focusing and defocusingquadrupole have the same focal
strength1f = kl and the distance between two equal lenses is 2f.
Equation of Motion and Matrix formalism
In linear beam dynamics the two transverse coordinates are decoupled from each other
and it is sufficient to treat one of them. As bending magnets are only needed in linear
accelerators for transfer lines or damping rings and the main interest lies in the main
accelerator, this chapter will treat only lattices consisting of quadrupoles and drifts.
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The particle trajectory in a sequence of quadrupoles is described by theHill’s equation of
motion:
x′′ + k(s)x = 0 (1.2.3)
wherex′′ is a acronym ford
2x
ds2
andk(s) the quadrupole strength defined in eq. (1.2.2).
A quadrupole has a focusing effect ifk > 0 and a defocusing one ifk < 0. Because















wherex0 andx′0 are the initial displacement and divergence angle andx andx
′ are the
final values. The2 × 2 matrix is calledtransfer matrix. The total transfer matrix through
a sequence of elements is obtained by forming the product of the individual transfer
matrices. If the beam passes the elements1, 2, 3, · · · , n the total transfer matrix is
R = Rn · · · · R3 · R2 · R1.
Twiss Parameters
If k(s) is a periodic function ofs the solution of Hill’s equation has a form similar to that
of a harmonic oscillator:
x(s) =
√
ǫβ(s) cos (φ(s) + φ0) (1.2.5)
ǫ and φ0 are constants determined by the initial conditions.β(s) and φ(s) are called







It can be shown thatx andx′ satisfy the equation:
γ(s)x2 + 2α(s)xx′ + β(s)x′2 = ǫ (1.2.7)
whereγβ − α2 = 1. Eq. (1.2.7) is the general equation of an ellipse with the center at
the origin of thex-x′ phase space and areaπǫ (fig. 1.2.5). The parametersγ(s), α(s) and
β(s) describing the ellipse are calledtwiss parametersand are all periodic functions ofs
with the same period ask(s). ǫ is theemittance.
In chapter1.2.2the matrix formalism to transport particle coordinates between two points
of the lattice has been introduced. This formalism can be also applied to the beam ellipse.


























Figure 1.2.5: Phase space ellipse




⊤ are the phase space coordinates. IfR is the transfer matrix between the
initial phase space coordinatesX0 and the final phase space coordinatesX, than the initial
twiss matrixσ0 transforms like:
σ = Rσ0R
⊤ (1.2.9)
It is important to note, that because all transformations are linear, the beam emittanceǫ
stays constant.
Beam Matrix
In linear accelerators the phase-space beam distribution has often an elliptical shape, be-
cause linear forces dominate the beam dynamics. To estimatethe transformation of the
beam through the lattice, the phase-space beam distribution can be enclosed by an ellipse
in phase space. The general equation for an ellipse is given by equation (1.2.7), which
is also used for the description of the beam ellipse. Becausebeam distributions typically
have gaussian shape and thus no sharp contours, it is useful to work with the rms-values
of the distribution. The ellipse parametersβ andγ are defined such that the ellipse pro-
jection on thex-x′ axes equals the rms values of the distribution.α is defined, so that the









σxx′ = xx′ = −αǫ
(1.2.10)
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x′ − σ2xx′ (1.2.11)









and is related to the twiss matrix byσBeam = ǫσTwiss.
The emittance defined by eq. (1.2.11) is conserved under two conditions: that Liouville’s
theorem is satisfied in the six-dimensional phase space and th t the forces are uncoupled
in the three directions. If acceleration and deceleration of the beam are allowed, the rms
emittance doesn’t stay constant any more. Applying Liouville’s theorem again, one finds
that the so called normalized emittance defined by
ǫnormalized = βγǫrms (1.2.13)
is conserved. In this caseγ = E/mc2 is the relativisticγ-factor andβ the velocity in
units of the speed of light.
1.2.3 Dispersion
Particles beams are in general not monoenergetic but have a very small finite energy or
momentum spread∆p/p. The effect of the momentum offset on the particle trajectory
can be best described with the dispersion function, which isdefined as the trajectory of
a particle with∆p/p = 1. The transverse positionxtot(s) of a particle with momentum
offset∆p/p is then given by [1]:




wherex(s) is the trajectory of the reference particle with∆p/p = 0).
1.3 Basics of RF Cavities
In this chapter we only give a short summary of the basics of rfcavities using the example
of a cylindrical cavity and focus on the subjects relevant for the CLIC accelerating and
decelerating structures as well as for the TESLA cavities. Accelerating structures in gen-
eral are discussed in [2] and [3]. A list of the characterizing parameters is given inA.
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1.3.1 Cylindrical Cavity
Particles are commonly accelerated by high frequency alterna ing fields (ch.1.2.1). Free
electromagnetic waves do not have a component in the longitudinal direction and are
therefore not usable without modification. By introducing the right boundary condi-
tions electromagnetic waves obtain a longitudinal field comp nent, which is given by
the Laplace equation:





with the solution for the longitudinal component:
Es = E0,se
i(ωt−ks) (1.3.2)
A similar equation holds for the azimuthal magnetic field.
For a cylindrical cavity it is more adequate to use cylindrical oordinates. The azimuthal
field component varies periodically with the azimuthθ and therefore∂2/∂θ2 = −n2,





















This differential equation can be solved with Bessel functions. The solution depends on
the periodicityn, the so called modes of the cavity. Transverse magnetic and electric field
components can be derived from (1.3.4) using Maxwell’s curls equations and exhibit a
similar mode structure.
The modes can be classified into two main groups, theTE modes, with only transverse
electric field components and theTM modes, with only transverse magnetic field com-
ponents. For particle acceleration only theTM modes can be used as they posses a lon-
gitudinal electric field component. Each mode is characterized by three indicesTMnpq,
wheren is the azimuthal periodicity,p the radial periodicity andq the longitudinal. For
acceleration e.g. theTM010 would be adequate as it has a longitudinal field component.
In most cases the fundamental mode of the structure is used for acceleration.
In order to obtain a travelling wave and not a decaying one, the wave numberk2c must be
positive and we assume according to eq. (1.3.2) ω/c > kc and define the cutoff frequency
ωc = ckc.
Important for particle acceleration is the phase and group velocity of the wave. For a











1.3.2 Disk Loaded Waveguide
By introducing the right boundary conditions, the plane electromagnetic waves are modi-
fied to a wave with a non vanishing longitudinal electric fieldcomponent, but with a phase
velocity bigger than the speed of light. For particle acceleration the phase velocity must
be equal to the particle velocity. This can be achieved by inserting metallic structures
into the waveguide. The most common shape of these structures are disks, which are
placed perpendicular to the waveguide axis, and the resulting waveguide is adisk loaded
waveguide(fig. 1.3.1). The inserted disks create a sequence of cavities coupled through
the central hole - theiris, which in total act as a band pass filter allowing electromagnetic
fields of certain frequencies to propagate. By choosing the right geometry the desired


















Figure 1.3.1: field in a cylindrical cavity and disk loaded waveguide
1.4 Synchrotron Radiation
The Maxwell equations and the theory of retarded potentialspredict, that every moving
charged particle looses energy in form of emitted radiation. This was first observed in
1974 at the70 MeV synchrotron built at General Electric. Since then the radiation is
called synchrotron radiation.
End of last century Lamor calculated the power of the radiation emitted by a nonrelativis-
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The angular distribution of the radiation is identical withthe one of a Hertzian dipole
(fig. 1.4.1).
unstable
Figure 1.4.1: Angular distribution of Synchrotron radiation: In the restframe of the electron
(β = 0.0), the angular distribution is equivalent to the one of a Hertzian dipole and has a toroidal
shape. In the laboratory system for an electron with (β = 0.9) it changes to a conical shape due to
the Lorentz boost.


















whereτ is the time in the restframe of the electron (fig.1.4.1).
The radiation power depends on the direction of motion and acceleration of the particle.
In the following the case of linear (d~v
dτ
||~v) and circular acceleration (d~v
dτ
⊥ ~v) will be treated
in more detail .
1.4.1 Linear Acceleration









So in a linear accelerator the energy loss caused by synchrotron radiation is very small.
This can be shown with a simple example. If the energy gain permeter isdE/dx and
we assume that the particles are relativistic, then the effici ncy - the ratio between the















E.g. for an acceleration per meter ofdE/dx = 15 MeV/m, the efficiency is5.5 × 10−14
and in comparison for TBONE with a higher acceleration per meterdE/dx = 30 GeV/m
the efficiency is1.1 × 10−6, which is in both cases very small.
1.4.2 Circular Acceleration















whereR is the bending radius of the particle orbit. Accordingly thesynchrotron radiation
power:




• increases with the energy of the particle, so becomes more relevant for high beam
energies (Ps ∼ E4).
• increases with decreasing bending radius (∼ 1
R2
).
1.4.3 Coherent Synchrotron Radiation (CSR)
A particle bunch always emits coherent as well as incoherentsy chrotron radiation. Co-
herent radiation is only emitted with wavelengths equal or larger than the bunchlength
(fig. 1.4.2). Commonly the wavelength are very large and are cut off by the beampipe.
Therefore the bunchlength has to be very short in order to make the coherent part of the
radiation accessible.
The advantage of coherent synchrotron radiation is that theradiation power increases
quadratically with the number of particles per bunch instead of linearly in the case of
incoherent radiation.
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Figure 1.4.2: Coherent and incoherent synchrotron radiation: the radiation is coherent, if the





The large hadron collider (LHC) will be the first acceleratorin the multi TeV range. Many
open questions will be hopefully answered by the experiments at he LHC, but there is a
good chance that some of the problems will be left unsolved. Some of them may best be
addressed by a lepton-antilepton collider.
As the energy loss per turn due to synchrotron radiation scale with1/m4 and is thus much
larger for electrons than for protons, it is not feasible to built a circular electron-positron
collider. Therefore, present studies of future lepton-antilepton colliders in the TeV range
focus on linear electron-positron accelerators. The Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) is a
possible design for a linear electron-positron collider inthe TeV range based on the two
beam acceleration technique. It has been shown that with this technique center-of-mass
energies from500 GeV up to5 TeV and a luminosity in the range of1034 cm−2s−1 could
be reached. The physics experiments require a luminosity ofat least1034 cm−2s−1 and
a minimal center-of-mass energy of1 TeV. The CLIC design study presently concen-
trates on a center-of-mass energy of3 TeV and a luminosity of5.9 × 1034 cm−2s−1. A
description of CLIC as well as the latest parameters can be found in [4] and [5].
2.1 CLIC RF Power Production and the Two Beam Ac-
celeration Technique
To reach the design energy of3 TeV within a reasonable accelerator length< 40km the
accelerating gradient has to be very high (100 MV/m). Because superconducting tech-
nology as used for the International Linear Collider (ILC) is limited to lower gradients
(< 50MV/m) [6], room temperature travelling wave structures have to be used. The
most obvious idea would be to generate the rf pulses with klystron . Following this idea,
the together 42 km long main linacs would have to be equipped with X-Band klystrons
producing short pulses. This would be of course very costly.Instead a more cost efficient
18
CLIC RF POWER PRODUCTION AND THE TWO BEAM ACCELERATION
TECHNIQUE
oltage
Figure 2.0.1:Schematic layout of CLIC for a design energy of3 TeV and a frequency of12 GHz:
the bottom half shows the main beam complex, the upper part the drive beam complex, which will
act as the power source for the main linac.
and promising way of producing high accelerating gradientsat high frequencies is the two
beam acceleration technique [7].
The principle of the two beam acceleration technique is to transform long rf pulses with
low frequency, which are easy to produce by standard klystron , into short rf pulses with
high frequency and peak power. The manipulation of the rf pulses is done with the help of
a high intensity electron beam, the so called drive beam. Theadvantage of electron beam
manipulation compared to manipulation of rf pulses is that beam pulses can be transported
over long distances with very low losses and be highly compressed.
Using a single drive beam pulse continuously decelerated along the linac length, would
require very short pulses of high energy and current. Such pulses would be very challeng-
ing to create, accelerate and manipulate. Instead the parallel section is divided into24
smaller units, the so called decelerators. In each decelerator one train is decelerated from
the initial to a minimal energy supplying the power requiredto accelerate the main beam
along the length of one decelerator.
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2.2 Main Beam
The general layout of the main linac consists of the injectoromplex, the transfer line and
the main accelerator (fig.2.0.1). All parameters as well as more information can be found
in [5].
2.2.1 Injector Complex
CLIC is designed for a polarized electron beam and an unpolarized positron beam. The
injector complex consists of a positron and polarized electron source, an injector linac
and pre-damping and damping rings (fig.2.2.1)
Figure 2.2.1: Main linac injector complex
Electron Source
The polarized electron beam is produced using a high-voltage DC photo injector. A laser
which provides already the final time structure of the beam hits a GaAs cathode situated
in a high voltage gun. The gun is designed to deliver4.4 × 109 electrons with80 % po-
larization to the entrance of the pre-damping rings. A 2 GHz L-band linac will accelerate
subsequently the polarized electrons to200 MeV followed by a2.2 GeV linac at the same
frequency. This injector linac also serves as positron accelerator (fig.2.2.1). Because the
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positron beam has by far the largest transverse emittance, the constraints for the injector
linac are set by the positron beam and not the electron beam. With the exception of the
peak current the key parameters of this source have been achieved in existing or past po-
larized electron sources.
Positron Source
For the positron generation a5 GeV electron beam is sent to a tungsten single crystal tar-
get. It produces photons and electron-positron pairs. Electrons, positrons and photons are
separated by a dipole magnet. An Adiabatic Matching Device (AMD) with a magnetic
field varying from7 T to 0.5 T is used to prepare the positron beam for the injection into
the first accelerating structure [8]. In a large acceptance L-band linac with a different de-
sign than the corresponding200 MeV electron linac, the positrons will be accelerated first
to 200 MeV and subsequently to2.2 GeV by the injector linac shared with the electron
beam.
Pre-damping Rings and Damping Rings
In order to reach the design luminosity, the emittance constraints for the main linac are
very tight. For the emittance reduction pre-damping and damping rings are used. Due to
the different generation of the positron and electron beam,the positron beam will have a
considerably larger emittance than the electron beam and istherefore the more challeng-
ing beam in respect to beam size reduction.
To decouple the wide aperture requirements for the positronbeam from the final emittance
requirements of the main linac, the beam is pre-damped in a pre-damping ring with a large
dynamic acceptance and relatively large equilibrium emittances. The pre-damping ring
is followed by a damping ring with a racetrack like layout anda total length of365.2 m
(fig. 2.2.2). The two arcs contain theoretical minimum emittance (TME)cells and the
straight sections FODO cells with damping wigglers or ending with dispersion suppres-
sors or an injection/extraction region or rf cavities. A pair of sextupoles is responsible for
the chromaticity corrections. The beam dynamics of the damping rings are dominated by
intrabeam scattering due to the relatively small energy, small beamsize and high current.
The emittance of the electron beam after the injector would be small enough to do without
a pre-damping ring. The reason for the additional pre-damping ring is the reduction of
the damping time, so that the electron and positron beam keepsynchronised [9].
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Figure 2.2.2: Schematic layout of the CLIC damping rings
2.2.2 Booster Linac, Right To Main Linac (RTML)
The transfer line from the damping rings to the main linacs inludes the bunch compres-
sion, the acceleration to9 GeV in the booster linac and the RTML (fig.2.2.1). The main
challenge is to preserve the beam quality obtained in the damping rings until the end of
the transfer line.
The bunch compression is done in two stages: first in front of the Booster linac to shorten
the bunch for acceleration and finally at the entrance to the Main linac. Each chicane
consists of four magnets and compresses bunches first by a factor nine and finally by a
factor four [10]. rf cavities are placed in front of each bunch compressor tointr duce the
right energy chirp for the compression. For the270 degree turn around loop at the begin-
ning of each linac special optics was designed to preserve the mittance taking coherent
synchrotron radiation and intrabeam scattering effects into account.
2.2.3 Main Linac
The rf power for the main linac is supplied by the drive beam and transfered from the
PETS (ch.2.1) to the main accelerating structures. To facilitate the matching of the op-
tics of the two beamlines the different structures are combined in modules, where each
module consists of four PETS, each providing the power for two accelerating structures
(fig. 2.2.3). The necessary focusing is performed with a conventional FODO lattice. The
quadrupoles are part of the modules and replace up to four of the cavities. A beam posi-
tion monitor is placed in front of each cavity [11].
The beam dynamics of the main beam are strongly influenced by the wakefield effects.
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Transverse wakefields are mostly responsible for the emittance growth, which is compen-
sated by the quadrupole focusing of the beam. Longitudinal wakefields induced from the
head of the bunch are decelerating the tail and introduce an energy spread in each bunch.
For this reason the beam is accelerated below transition.
For acceleration waveguide damped structures are used. To reduce the effect of long-range
as well as short-range transverse wakefields on the beam, theaccelerating structures were
carefully designed and optimized. A description of the present structure design can be
found in [5].
Figure 2.2.3: Schematic layout of one CLIC module. The drive beam is shown on top and the
main beam on the bottom. One PETS supplies the power for two accelerating structures.
2.3 Drive Beam
The purpose of the drive beam is to provide the power for the main beam acceleration
(ch. 2.1). The general layout of the drive beam complex is shown in fig.2.0 1. It consists
of the drive beam accelerator, the drive beam manipulation section, the transfer line and
the parallel section consisting of24 decelerators per linac. As the drive beam decelerator
is not the main topic of this thesis, only a short summary of the main issues will be given
in the following. A more detailed description with emphasison the beam dynamics can
be found in [12].
2.3.1 Drive Beam Generation
After gun and injector the drive beam is a140 µs long electron beam. By accelerating
it to approx. 2.4 GeV with a linear accelerator powered by klystrons, the energy of the
long rf pulses is stored in the beam. The accelerating structu es of the linac are fully
loaded, so that about98 % of the rf power are transfered to the beam (fig.2.3.1). After
the acceleration the beam pulse is composed of24 × 24 sub-pulses, each240ns long.
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In each sub-pulse the electron bunches occupy alternately only the even or odd buckets
of the drive beam accelerator. The long pulse then passes throug a delay line, where a
rf deflector combines the bunches, so that the delayed bunches are placed between the
bunches of the following sub-pulse. After the delay loop thewhole pulse consists of
12×24 sub-pulses. The sub-pulses are then combined again by two conse utive combiner
rings, first by a factor 3 to4 × 24 and then by a factor 4 to obtain the final24 sub pulses
or trains required for the main linac (fig.2 3.2). Each final train consists of2928 bunches
with a charge of8.4 nC/bunch and an energy of2.4 GeV. The trains are then transported
via a common transfer line to the section, where main and drive beam run parallel to
each other but in opposite directions. Pulsed magnets deflect ach train at the appropriate
time into a turn around loop leading to the correspondant decelerator, where the beam is
decelerator in Power Extraction and Transfer Structures (PETS) (ch.2.2) by 90 % of its
inital energy and the output-power transfered to the main beam accelerating structures.
At the end of one decelerator the beam is dumped and the next train is used to accelerate
the main beam along the next unit.
Figure 2.3.1: Fully loaded structure
2.3.2 Power Extraction and Transfer Structures (PETS)
The PETS is basically a travelling wave-structure with a fundamental mode frequency of
12 GHz, where rf power is produced instead of being absorbed (fig.2.3.3). The functional
principle of the PETS is not fundamentally different from any travelling wave accelerat-
ing structure. Simplified, in order to extract power from thebeam, the steps in the process
of acceleration are taken in reversed order. A charge passing through the PETS excites the
fundamental mode and the field of this mode will travel along the PETS trailing behind
the charge with a velocityvg < c. At the end of the PETS the field of the excited mode




Figure 2.3.2: Schematic layout of one CLIC rf power source complex
Figure 2.3.3: CLIC module
2.3.3 Decelerator Beam Dynamics
In this chapter we want to give only a short summary of the beamdynamics studies for
the decelerator, which are documented in [12].
The decelerator beam dynamics are dominated by the effect ofthe PETS wakefields on
the beam. The beam experiences two main effects in the PETS: the desired deceleration
caused by the longitudinal wake field of the fundamental modeand the effect of higher or-
der mode wakefields leading to unwanted behaviour of the beam. In [12] the dipole mode
has been studied in detail, but the influence of wake fields from quadrupole or higher or-
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der moments have not been inspected in any work.
Deceleration
Beam particles, which pass the PETS excite the fundamental mode and the resulting
wakefield decelerates trailing particles. At the end of eachPETS the field is then cou-
pled out and transfered to the main linac. A trailing charge therefore sees the sum of the
wakefields of all particles ahead of it except the part, whichhas already left the PETS.
This leads to a smaller deceleration of particles in the headand tail of one bunch and
a larger deceleration of particles in the center (fig.2.3.3). The second effect is, that the
deceleration of the bunches increases along the beam until the “s eady state” is reached,
where each bunch sees the same decelerating field (fig.2.3.3).
Following the baseline specification the most decelerated particle looses90% of its energy
along the whole decelerator. This stands in contrast to the least decelerated particle, which
almost maintains its energy throughout the whole decelerator. This behaviour causes a
large asymmetric energy spread in the beam and in one bunch, which is very unusual for
common beams and is a characteristic of the drive beam.
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(a) Beam energy profile
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(b) Bunch energy profile (steady state)
Figure 2.3.4: Beam energy profile at injection, in blue, and at the end of onedecelerator, in red.
Lattice Design and Transverse Focusing
The PETS are designed to supply the power for two accelerating structures. If other
elements e.g. quadrupoles for transverse focusing are installed instead of accelerating
structures in the main linac, the corresponding PETS will have to be substituted by drift
lengths. This leads to different lengths of the decelerators as in every decelerator the same
energy must be extracted from the beam.
While the longitudinal wakefields are responsible for the decel ration, the transverse
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wakefields cause a transverse deflection of the beam particles resulting in a large emit-
tance growth. To compensate for this effect one FODO cell permodule will be installed.
Between each quadrupole none, one or two PETS will be placed depending on the num-
ber of accelerating structures (fig.2.2.3). The quadrupole strength is adjusted, so that the
most decelerated particle experiences a constant normalized quadrupole strength along
the lattice. It is obvious that only a small fraction of the beam particles will be focused
in an optimal way, which implies that a small energy spread isrequired at injection and a
large emittance growth is expected along the decelerator despite the strong focusing.
Energy Acceptance of the decelerator
2.4 CTF3 - CLIC Test Facility 3
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Chapter 3
TBONE - THz Beam Optics for New
Experiments
Present experiments in condensed matter science inspecting e.g. superconductivity and
behaviour of correlated electron systems as well as biological application like protein
folding, solvation and biological interfaces demand an analysis with radiation in the THz
to mid-IR range. THz and IR radiation can be for example generated by short pulse lasers,
table top sources like thermal radiators and Free Electron Lasers, but none of the presently
known sources delivers intense radiation in the whole spectral region. Therefore spectro-
scopic applications are restricted and a new intense radiation source would open the door
for new science [13],[14].
The proposed lighthsource TBONE (THz Beam Optics for New Experiments) is a linac
based coherent radiation source in the THz to mid-IR, which would fullfill all these re-
quirements. To achieve a spectral range as broad as possiblewith a sufficient high time
averaged power, the effective pulse length should be of the ord r of5 fs and the repeti-
tion rate around10 MHz. For the purpose of spectroscopic studies an energy of60 MeV
would suffice, but in order to use TBONE also as a teststand forsuperconducting insertion
devices the option for an energy of100 MeV is kept. The design parameters of TBONE
are given in table3.0.1.
To achieve the presented design parameters one choice wouldbe a superconducting elec-
tron linac. The proposed lattice layout is shown in fig.3.0.1. As electron source two
options are considered: a DC photo emission gun [15] or and SRF photo injector [16].
The injection system is followed by 3 superconducting 9-cell TESLA cavities, which are
for example used for the Daresbury energy recovery linac ALICE [17].After the linac an
insertion device test stand will be installed followed by the bunch compression system.
The bunch compression is the most critical issue as the desired pulse length of5 fs is
very small. One option for the bunch compression in TBONE would be a 4-dipole mag-
netic chicane [18]. To limit the divergence of the beam after the extreme compression
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Frequency range 0.1 − 150 THz
Peak power up to severalMW
Pulse length down to5 fs
Repetition rate 10 MHz
Linac energy 60 − 100 MeV
Bunch charge 10 − 100 THz
Table 3.0.1:TBONE design parameters
a so-called “missing bend arc” is proposed for the magnetic la tice responsible for the
generation of coherent radiation [14].
Figure 3.0.1:Lattice layout of TBONE. The lattice consists of injector and li ac, insertion device
test stand, bunch compressor and magnetic lattice for the gen ration of coherent radiation.
3.1 Injector System
For our simulations we chose the ALICE injector design as preented in [15]. The injector
layout is shown in fig.3.1.1.
The DC photocathode gun consists of aG As photocathode which will be illuminated by
a laser beam from aNd : YVO4 laser. At the end of the gun the emitted electrons will
have an energy of350 keV. The gun is followed by a solenoid for focusing, a single-
cell normal conducting buncher cavity operated at the fundamental linac frequency of
1.3 GHz and a second solenoid for further focusing. The Booster consists of two 9-cell
superconducting cavities operated at1.3 GHz, where the electrons are accelrated to an
energy of8.35 MeV. At the entrance of the first booster cavity the electrons have not
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Figure 3.1.1: ALICE injector desing [15]
yet reached relativstic velocities and are therefore slightly decelerated in the first cell of
the cavity. In the second cavity the beam is relativistic andthe chosen cavity phase does
not influence the bunchlength any more, but can induce an energy chirp in the beam.
The beam parameters at the end of the ALICE injector taken from [15] are summarized
in table3.1.1. The beam distribution at the end of the ALICE injector does not meet
Parameter [unit] Symbol Value
norm. transverse emittance[µm] ǫx,y 1.40
alpha function αx,y −2
beta function[m] βx,y 15.0
bunch length[mm] σz 1.20
bunch length[ps] σz 4.0
Beam energy[MeV] E 8.35
Bunch charge[pC] Qbunch 80.0
numb. of part. per bunch[109] Nbunch 0.50
Table 3.1.1:Beam parameters after the injector for ALICE
all requirements for TBONE, but by a modification of the booster operation parameters
could be pehaps adapted to our needs (shorter bunch length and rot ted phase space beam
ellipse). The injector system has not been studied yet and wether fore assume a beam
distribution similar to the one after the ALICE injector, but adapted to TBONE. The
modified parameters are summarized in table3.1.2and the beam distribution at the exit
of the injector system shown in fig.3 1.2.
In detail we have performed the following modification: We rotated the phase space el-
lipse, so thatα would be equal to zero at the entrance of the linac, because a non-zeroα
would lead to a decrease or increase of the beam size, if no further focusing is done (this
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Figure 3.1.2: Beam distribution after the injector system for TBONE
is the case for TBONE). Such a rotation can be easily obtainedby a change of the phase
of the cavity. The bunch length at the exit of the ALICE injector system is by a factor2
too large to reach the design bunch length of5 fs after the bunch compressor. We there-
fore shortened the bunch by a factor2. By a different operation mode of the first booster
cavity and a better adaption of the laser, a shorter bunch length at the exit of the booster
could perhaps be obtained. Another option would be to use thesecond proposed injector
used at ELBE [16], which delivers the required bunch length but has an upper limit to the
bunch charge of77 pC.
3.2 Superconducting Linac
The superconducting linac consists of three superconducting 9-cell TESLA cavities op-
erated at a fundamental frequency of1.3 GHz (fig. 3.2.1). As bunch distribution at the
entrance of the linac we chose the modified distribution after th ALICE INJECTOR pre-
sented in ch.3.1. For the generation of the longitudinal bunch and energy distribution we
performed a polynomial fit to the charge and kinetic energy spread distribution at the end
of the ALICE injector and shortened it by a factor2.1 to obtain the required bunch length.
A simulation of all beam particles is not possible out of simulation time reasons. There-
fore we sliced the beam into101 slices and reduced the number of particles to101000.
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Parameterunit Symbol Value
norm. transverse emittance[µm] ǫx 1.40
norm. transverse emittance[µm] ǫy 1.40
alpha function αx,y 0
beta function[m] βx 15.19
beta function[m] βy 15.30
bunch length[mm] σz 0.62
bunch length[ps] σz 2.06
Beam energy[MeV] E 8.35
Bunch charge[pC] Qbunch 83.86
numb. of part. per bunch[109] Nbunch 0.52
Table 3.1.2:Modified beam parameters after the injector for TBONE
We defined the transverse distribution of each slices over the twiss parameters given in
table3.1.2. For the generation of the bunch distribution we used OCTAVE[19].
The beam dynamics simulation of the superconducting linac were performed with PLACET
Figure 3.2.1: Superconducting9-cell TESLA cavity
[20], which includes the simulation of the rf and wakefield kick in the cavities. The exact
simulation method is described in [21]. The wakefield calculation is not straight forward
and depend mainly on the structure, the beam structure and charge and bunchlength. An
exact calculation of the wakefields would be out of scope of ours studies, but could be
done at a later state with e.g. with GdfidL [22]. As a first approximate we used the wake-
field calculation for the ILC main linac but with the bunch length and charge of TBONE
as input parameters.
For the bunch compression a very large energy chirp in the beam is needed. By operating
all three cavities above transition with rising phase of thecavity, some particles are decel-
erated and a large energy spread can be induced. For the first cavity we chose a phase of
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Figure 3.2.2: Beam distribution after the superconducting linac
5.3 ◦, for the secon40.3 ◦ and for the third40.3 ◦. The distribution at the end of the linac
is shown in fig.3.2.2and the final beam parameters in table3.2.1
Parameterunit Symbol Value
norm. transverse emittance[µm] ǫx 1.40
norm. transverse emittance[µm] ǫy 1.40
alpha function αx −8.44
alpha function αy −8.50
beta function[m] βx 11.56
beta function[m] βy 11.64
bunch length[mm] σz 0.62
bunch length[ps] σz 2.06
Beam energy[MeV] E 87.02
Bunch charge[pC] Qbunch 83.86
numb. of part. per bunch[109] Nbunch 0.52
Table 3.2.1:Modified beam parameters after the injector for TBONE
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3.3 Bunch Compression
The bunch compression is described in [18], where it is shown that a bunch length of5 s
can be achieved. For these studies a slightly different distribution was assumed, but by
optimizing the injector system and the operation mode of thecavities we are confident
that a similar distribution with the required parameters can be delivered. The final bunch
distribution is shown in fig.3.3.1




Halo and Tail Generation
If the amplitude of a beam particle increases significantly,it becomes a halo particle (fig.4.0.1).
Most experiments in particle physics require the collisionof small and high energetic
beams, so that luminosity and energy are sufficient for the inv stigation of improbable
particle interactions. To detect even these infrequent events, it is necessary to minimize
the background as much as possible. Halo particles can causea growth of the beam
size and though a loss in luminosity and can contribute significantly to background and
radiation. Collimators near the interaction point stop most of the haloparticles, but by
interacting with the material of the collimators, they can still produce an unwanted back-
ground of secondary muons.
Beside the unwanted generation of background and radiation, haloparticles can lead to
beam losses in all parts of the accelerator.
Therefore halo and tail studies are needed even at an early stge of the development of fu-
ture accelerators, to eliminate and estimate any performance limitations from this source.
Figure 4.0.1: Beam and Halo
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4.1 Candidate Processes of Halo and Tail Generation
The increase of the amplitude of a beam particle and the associ ted generation of a halo
particle can be caused by the following effects:
Particle processes:
• Beam Gas Scattering and Multiple Scattering:
Beam particles perform elastic scattering (mott scattering) or inelastic scattering
(bremsstrahlung) with the residual gas molecules. Multiple scattering can occur i.e.
when beam particles hit a spoiler or any other dense material.
• Spoiler Scattering:
Spoilers made of some dense material are often installed in front of Collimators to
protect latter from e.g. overheating. Beam or Halo particles hitting the spoilers are
stopped or perform multiple scattering.
• Scattering of Thermal Photons (Inverse Compton Scattering):
Inverse compton scattering is the inelastic scattering process between an electron
and a photon.
• Synchrotron Radiation:
Synchrotron radiation photons are emitted by relativisticcharged particles travel-
ling in a magnetic field.
• Residual Gas Ionization, Electron and Ion Cloud Effects:
Electrons or Ions can be accumulated near the beam and start interacting with the
beam. This can cause serious instabilities.
• Touschek Effect and Intrabeam Scattering:
The Touschek effect is a single scattering effect, where thesmall transverse mo-
mentum of two beam particles is transferred into a large longitudinal momentum.
Both particles get lost, one with too much and one with too little energy. Intrabeam
scattering is a multiple scattering effect with small scattering angles between beam
particles. It leads to diffusion in all three dimensions andcauses mainly a blow up
of the whole beam instead of the direct loss of single particles.
• Space Charge Effect:
The space charge effect is the effect of the electromagnetics lf field of the beam on
itself.
• Beamloading and Wakefields:
The electromagnetic field of the bunch induces surface charges and currents in the
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If the beam density contours do not coincide with the ellipsecorresponding to the
particle trajectories, the beam is mismatched. In this casethe amplitude of some
beam particles can increase significantly.
• Coupling:
The movement of the particles in the horizontal and the vertical plane can be cou-
pled. This is for example the case in sextupoles.
• Dispersion:
The deflection of off momentum particles in any electric or magnetic field differs
from the one of the reference particle. Dispersion is the beam dynamics effect of
the momentum offset.
• Nonlinearities:
Nonlinearities occur, when a lattice includes elements with non-linear electromag-
netic fields, e.g sextupoles. Also field errors of quadrupoles r dipoles can be the
source of nonlinearities.
• Misalignment
If an element is misaligned, the beam particle experience a slightly other field de-
pending on the extent of the misalignment. The error in the field experienced by the
beam particles can cause an unwanted additional deflection of the beam particles.
Various other:
• Noise and Vibrations:
Noise and vibrations of all different kinds can be transfered to the beam and lead to
oscillations and emittance growth or even loss of the beam. For example rf noise
can cause the generation of tails and lead to the loss of particles, which are situated
close to the separatrix but still in the stable region. Or vibations of elements e.g.
quadrupoles can induce oscillations of the beam particles and emittance growth.
• Dark Currents:
The walls of a structure can emit electrons. E.g. in an rf cavity these electrons are
accelerated, which leads to in most cases negligible current conduction.
A more detailed description of most of the sources of halo andt il generation will be
given in chapter4.3in the context of the low energy validation of PLACET-HTGEN.
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4.2 Halo and Tail Simulation with PLACET-HTGEN
For the simulation of halo and tail generation we have used PLACET-HTGEN. The track-
ing code PLACET [23], [20] allows to simulate the beam dynamics of the main acceler-
ating or decelerating part of CLIC and partly of the ILC. HTGEN [24] is a generic halo
and tail generation package providing an interface to PLACET. An overview of the in the
simulation included sources of halo and tail generation is given in table4.2.1.
HTGEN was written for high beam energies. To be able to apply it also to middle and
low energies, a critical review and low energy validation was c rried out (ch.4.3).
A description of the simulation technique and the used beam models is given in ch.4.2.1
and ch.4.2.2, while the particular motivation and challenges of the performed simulations
are described in ch.4.4together with the obtained results.
Optics related effects: Particle processes:




Misalignment Residual Gas Ionization, Electron and Ion Cloud Effects
Touschek Effect and Intrabeam Scattering
Various other Space Charge Effect
Noise and Vibrations Beam Loading and Wakefields
Dark Currents
Table 4.2.1: Included in PLACET Included in HTGEN
4.2.1 Beam Models
Particle Beam Model
A particle beam consists of several bunches and each bunch ofmany particles, which are
represented by a position in phase space(xi,x′i,yi,y
′
i,Ei,zi). To reduce the runtime the
number of beam particles is normally scaled down. For halo simulation a particle beam
model is more adequate as halo particles are generated by scattering of individual beam
particles.
Sliced Beam Model
For high intensity beams it is better to use a sliced beam model, because the simulation of
e.g. wakefield effects becomes easier and considerably faster. In the sliced beam model
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the beam consists of several bunches. Each bunch is cut into lo gitudinal slices and each
slice consists of one or several macroparticles, which are represented by the position of
the centroid in phase space(xi,x′i,yi,y
′
i,Ei,zi), the weightwi and the sigma matrixσi
defined by eq. (1.2.12). The weight of one macroparticle is proportional to the number of
particles it represents. So the weights together with the position of the slices defines the
longitudinal distribution of the beam (fig.4.2.1). The exact definition of the weights can
vary. In PLACET the sum over all weights must be one (
∑
i wi = 1). The sigma matrix
which belongs to each macroparticle gives information about the particle distribution,
normally a gaussian distribution, it represents .
mµz















Figure 4.2.1: Example of a sliced beam: one bunch of the CLIC drive beam with51 slices and5
macroparticles per slice
4.2.2 Simulation Technique
Ch. 4.2.2gives a general description of PLACET-HTGEN, while Ch.4.2.2describes in
more detailed the implementation of the tracking in cavities and PETS.
General Description
HTGEN simulates the deflection of the beam particles due to beam gas scattering and
multiple scattering. PLACET performs the tracking throughthe different elements in-
cluding the simulation of several other halo sources (table4.2.1). It is possible to define
an initial halo, but for simplicity we assume, that there is no halo in the beginning of the
beamline.
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First the beam is tracked through the first element. Then HTGEN computes the number
of scattered halo particlesNscatt given by:
Nscatt = P l N (4.2.1)
whereP is the scattering probability (B.0.2) of the specific process (mott scattering,
bremsstrahlung or multiple scattering),l the length of the element andN the number of
beam particles. After the calculation of the number of scattered particles, the individual
particles are picked randomly out of the beam and scattered according to the scattering
angle distribution of the process. In the case of a sliced beam the sigma matrix of the
macroparticles is taken into account, when the halo particles are chosen out of the beam
particles. After scattering, beam and halo are tracked through the next element. At the end
of the element the in this element generatedNscatt halo particles are added to the existing
halo and beam and halo are again tracked through the next element. This is repeated until
the end of the beamline.
Halo Tracking in Cavities and PETS
In most elements it is sufficient to track the halo as a second beam through the beamline
and neglect the influence of the beam on the halo. Instead in elements where collective
effects like wakefields play a role the halo must be tracked together with the beam in order
to obtain a realistic halo tracking. As the particle densityof the halo is very small com-
pared to the particle density of the beam, the halo does not effect the beam but the beam
can effect considerably the halo.For the three accelerators s udied, the affected elements
are cavities and PETS, where the effect of wakefields can not be neglected.
A realistic tracking in general requires, that the halo particles are tracked in the same way
as the beam particle, if the initial coordinates in the 6d-phase space coincide. On the other
hand the halo particles shall not influence the beam.
For the tracking in cavities and PETS a sliced beam model of the beam is more adequate
in order to provide an acceptable running time. Using this model all macroparticles of
one slice experience the same wakefield and rf kick. For the halo particles a pure particle
model was originally used. To be able to apply the same wakefield and rf kick to the
halo and beam particles with a z-position in the same slice, aslicing of the halo beam
was required. Therefor we have binned or sliced the halo beambut have not adapted the
model of macroparticles as it is not suited for the simulation of the halo. Using this beam
model for the halo, we have implemented the halo tracking in cavities and PETS, so that
the halo and beam particles in the same slice experience the sam rf and wakefield kick.
A description of the simulation technique for the tracking of the beam and implicitly for
the halo in cavities and PETS can be found in the manual [21].
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Misalignment
The misalignment tolerances for CLIC are very tight (they liin theµm range). There-
fore the simulation of misalignment effects on the beam is rather essential and has been
included in PLACET.
In the simulation the beam is translated or rotated depending on the type of misalignment
at the beginning and end of each misaligned element, which isout of the principle of rela-
tivity equal to giving the elements themselves an offset. Wehave extended the simulation
of misalignment by rotating or translating also the halo beam, so that the halo particles
experience the same translation or rotation as the beam particles elements.
4.2.3 Benchmarking
A correct halo tracking requires, that halo and beam particles with the same initial coor-
dinates in the 6d phase space follow exactly the same path andth t the halo particles do
not influence the beam particles. To benchmark the halo tracking a new routine has been
written, which works in the following way:
An arbitrary beam is first defined, then all beam particles arecopied and defined as new
halo particles or rather test beam particles. After the definition of the test beam and beam,
both are tracked through the beamline, which consists of elem nts to be tested.
If the coordinates of the beam particles match exactly with the coordinates of the cor-
responding test beam particles at the end of the beamline, the halo particles are tracked
the same way as the beam particles, which proves the correct implementation of the halo
tracking.
All elements used in the performed simulations (cavities, PETS, quadrupoles and drift
lengths) have been benchmarked in this way and show a correcthalo racking.
4.3 Low Energy Validation of PLACET-HTGEN
TBONE, the CTF3 TBL and the CLIC drive beam are middle or rather low energy beams.
Because HTGEN was written for high beam energies, a low energy validation of the sim-
ulation package had to be performed.
4.3.1 Beam Gas Scattering
Beam particles can perform elastic (mott scattering) or inelastic (bremsstrahlung) scatter-
ing with the molecules of the residual gas (fig.4.3.1and4.3.2).










The molecule densityngas, pressurep and temperatureT are connected by the ideal gas
equation:
p = ngas kB T (4.3.1)
wherekB is the Boltzmann constant.
Elastic Beam Gas Scattering - Mott Scattering

















The first term is the Rutherford cross section, which is multiplied by a second term in
order to respect helicity conservation. The total mott cross section would be divergent for
θ = 0. In order to avoid this divergence a minimal deflection angleθmin is introduced:
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In the limit of highly relativistic electrons and small scattering angles (β ≈ 1, θmin < 0.05),
the terms except(1 + cos θmin)/(1 − cos θmin) can be neglected.
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(4.3.4)
For very small anglesθmin < 10−6 the term1/(1 − cos θmin) can lead to numerical insta-










whereǫ is the normalized emittance andβy the local vertical beta function.
Eq. (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) are implemented in HTGEN.
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Validity of HTGEN
The mott scattering cross section scales with1/γ2 and therefore becomes more relevant
for small energies (4.3.4). The approximation ofβ ≈ 1 andθmin < 0.05 is still a good
approximation for electron beams in the10 MeV range, so also for TBONE and the CLIC
and CTF3 TBL drive beam. The minimal scattering angles givenby (4.3.6) lie in theµrad
to mrad and well below0.05.
Inelastic Beam Gas Scattering - Bremsstrahlung
In the bremsstrahlung process the electron interacts with the field of one individual resid-
ual gas molecule and radiates a photon (fig.4.3.2).
The first quantummechanical calculations of the bremsstrahlung/pair production cross
section were published by H. Bethe and W. Heitler in 1934 [26]. Bethe and Heitler used
the Born approximation and assumed, that the nucleus is infinitely heavy, pointlike and
spinless, and its coulomb field screened by the atomic electrons. In general the Born
approximation becomes worse as the atomic number of the targt increases, the initial
electron energy decreases and the photon energy approachesthe high frequency region.
The theory also doesn’t model the screening effects properly, which become more rele-
vant for very low electron energies and for targets with highatomic numbers. Between
1954 and 1959 the Bethe-Heitler theory was extended by Davies, Bethe, Maximom, Olsen
and Wergeland (DBMOW theory) [27], [28], [29], [30]. They substituted the plane-wave
functions used in the Born approximation by the better relativistic coulomb wave func-
tion, known as coulomb correction, and included screening in the formfactor calculation.
These two corrections are nearly independent and additive at high energies [29]. The
DBMOW theory is applicable in the high-energy region (> 50 MeV), and tends to fail
in the high frequency limit of the bremsstrahlung spectrum.In 1964 Drell and Walecka
generalized the results of Bethe and Heitler to targets of arbitr y mass, spin and form
factors and arbitrary final states [31] and made it possible to generalize the theory of
bremsstrahlung. In 1974 Y. Tsai published a review of the DBMOW theory, where he
used the Thomas-Fermi form factor model [32]. HTGEN is based on the Tsai formulas.
Cross Section after Tsai
At very high energies and except the high-energy tip of the bremsstrahlung spectrum, the













(Z2(Lrad − f) + ZL′rad) +
1
9
(1 − y)(Z2 + Z)
]
(4.3.7)
wherek is the photon energy,y = k/E the photon energy in units of the beam energy,
α the fine structure constant andre the classical electron radius.Lrad is derived from the
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elastic form factor,L′rad from the inelastic form factor andf is the coulomb correction.
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(4.3.8)
and ignoring the term(1 − y)(Z2 + Z) in (4.3.7) the cross section becomes proportional
















In the infrared limit the ignored term is approximately 2.5%.


















A good value forymin is 0.01.
Radiation length after Tsai







Z2(Lrad − f) + ZL′rad
)
(4.3.11)
wherere is the classical electron radius,NA the Avogadro constant andα the fine structure
constant.Lrad andL′rad are given in table4.3.1. For elements withZ ≥ 5 Tsai uses the
Thomas-Fermi-Molière approximation. The coulomb correction f(Z) for elements up to
Z = 92 can be represented to 4-place accuracy by
f(Z) = z2
(




Element Z Lrad L′rad
H 1 5.31 6.144
He 2 4.79 5.621
Li 3 4.74 5.805
Be 4 4.71 5.924
Others ≤ 4 ln (184.15Z−1/3) ln (1194Z−2/3)
Table 4.3.1:Tsai’sLrad andL′rad
A compact fit after Dahl of Tsai’s formula provides an easy to implement formula and
gives values better than 2.5% accuracy for all elements except H lium, where the result
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is 5% to low [33].
X0 =
A





Z(Z + 1) ln (287/
√
Z)
[ g cm−2] (4.3.13)
Often the residual gas consists of different gas molecules.In this case under neglection















whereai is the number of atoms of the ith element of the molecule.
Accuracy of Tsai’s theory
The formulas derived in the DBMOW and consequently also in Tsai’s theory are esti-
mated to have an accuracy of the order of(Z/137)2(ln E/E) [34], so get less reliable for
small energies, which corresponds approx. to an uncertainty of 3% for energies above
50 MeV. This was also experimentally confirmed [35]. In the intermediate-energy re-
gion between2 MeV and50 MeV the high-energy approximations tend to fail and the
formulas become more cumbersome, if at all assignable. Onlyver few measurements
have been made in this energy region. There have been attempts of numerical calculation
e.g. by Tseng and Pratt [36] and e.g. GEANT4 uses the Tsai formula down to1 GeV
and for lower energies a fit to the EEDL data set [37] with an estimated relative error of
∆σ/σ = 4 − 5% for energies bigger than1 MeV [38].
Landau Pomeranchuk Migdal (LPM) effect
The LPM effect is the suppression of photon production due tothe multiple scattering of
the electron. As the density of the atoms in the residual gas is very small multiple scatter-
ing becomes very improbable and with it also the LPM effect.
Molecular Bindings
The various theories apply only to a gas of free atoms. The effect of molecular bindings
are very small, except for energies below1 keV [39], but are significant in cristals, which
is shown e.g. in [40].
Angular distribution
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whereθ is the angle between the initial electron and the emitted photon. The average
angle is of the orderθ ≈ 1/γ, which is e.g. for a beam energy of100 MeV in themrad
range.
Validity of HTGEN
In HTGEN (4.3.13) and (4.3.10) are implemented. This is a good approximation for
energies bigger than50 MeV, but tends to be less reliable for smaller energies. The as-
sumption of complete screening might not be adequate for very low electron energies.
The LPM effect can be neglected.
As the energy decreases mott scattering becomes more and more dominating and the ex-
act calculation of bremsstrahlung less important. So HTGENis in most cases also still
valid for energies smaller than50 MeV.
4.3.2 Scattering of Thermal Photons - Inverse Compton Scattering
Inverse compton scattering is the inelastic scattering process of a photon with an electron
resulting in an energy gain of the photon.
Thermal photons
Most of the photons originate from the black body radiation of the beampipe respectively




π2c3~3 (eǫ/kBT − 1) (4.3.17)
whereǫ is the photon energy,c the speed of light,~ the Boltzmann constant andT the
absolute temperature of the black body in Kelvin.




= 20.2 T 3 cm−3 (4.3.18)
and the average energy of the photons is:
〈ǫ〉 = 2.7 kBT (4.3.19)
Kinematics of Compton Scattering
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Figure 4.3.3: Kinematics of compton Scattering




(1 − x) (4.3.22)
where the first term is the Thomson cross sectionσT = 6.65 × 10−25 cm−2.












The cross section and the mean free path length are normally small even for room temper-
ature and therefore the deflection of the electrons by compton scattering negligible [44] .
But the electron also looses energy in the scattering process, which can cause an energy











This was e.g. the case in LEP [44].
Validity of HTGEN
The simulation of compton scattering is not included in PLACET-HTGEN, but the effect
can be analytically estimated with the above formulas. Compt n scattering becomes more
relevant for high beam energies and is in most cases negligible for small energies.
4.3.3 Synchrotron Radiation
A relativistic particle following a bent trajectory loosesnergy due to synchrotron radi-
ation. This can lead to an energy spread in the beam resultingin a generation of halo
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particles. E.g. in a quadrupole particles further away fromthe center of the quadrupole
are focused more towards the center, so the orbit is more benttha the orbit of a parti-
cle closer to the center. A smaller bending radius implies a higher emitted synchrotron
radiation power and with it a larger energy loss.
4.3.4 Residual Gas Ionization, Electron and Ion Cloud Effects
Electron Cloud Effects
Free electrons in the beampipe can be generated by the ionizati of the residual gas or
by synchrotron radiation photons, which hit the beampipe and knock out photo-electrons.
If the beam particles are positively charged, the electronsare accelerated in the beam field
and hit the wall of the beampipe. The wall then emits more electrons due to secondary
emission. The electrons are again accelerated in the beam field and knock out more and
more electrons of the wall. Hence in a circular accelerator,every time the beam passes,
new electrons are generated and a significant number of electrons can be accumulated.
The interaction of the beam with these electrons can then lead to n instability, known
aselectron cloud effect. Because new electrons are generated with each passage of the
beam, the electron cloud effect is more relevant in storage rin s than in linacs. In addition
in a storage ring the number of photo-electrons is much higher than in a linear accelerator
due to the high number of synchrotron radiation photons, which t the beampipe.
Beams with negatively charged particles repell the electrons in the beampipe, so they are
not accumulated around the orbit and usually don’t interactwith the beam particles.
Validity of HTGEN
In summary electron cloud effects mostly occur in storage rings with a positively charged
circulating beam and not in a electron accelerators.
Ionization of the Residual Gas







β2 [C1 + C2(2 ln (βγ) − 1)] (4.3.25)
whereC1 andC2 are characteristics of the molecules. Table4.3.2gives a list of values
of C1 andC2 for different molecules together with the atomic numberZ and the mass
numberA. Referring to [46] equation (4.3.25) is valid for relativistic velocities> 10
keV and has been experimentally approved by F. Rieke and W. Prepejchal for electrons
of kinetic energies in the 1 MeV range [47].
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Molecule C1 C2 Z A
H2 8.1 0.5 2 2
N2 34.8 3.7 14 28
CO 35.1 3.7 14 28
O2 38.8 4.2 16 32
H2O 32.3 3.2 10 18
CO2 55.9 5.75 22 44
Table 4.3.2:C1 andC2 for different molecules
Each electron ionizesngasσion ions per unit length [48], hence the number of ions per unit
length at the end of one bunch is:
λion = Nngasσion (4.3.26)
and respectively at the end of one train:
λion = nNngasσion (4.3.27)
wheren is the number of bunches per train,N the number of electrons per bunch andngas
the residual gas density.
To get an estimate for the ionization of the residual gas, theline density as seen by the
beam is compared with the maximal longitudinal ion density at the end of one train. The
line density as seen by the beam is given by:
λgas = Abeamngas (4.3.28)
whereAbeam is the beam cross section. The beam cross section is given by the area of
the beam ellipseπaxay (fig. 4.3.4), whereas the semiaxis of the ellipse are related to the
rms beam sizes byax,y =
√







Figure 4.3.4: beam cross section
total longitudinal density is given by the sum of the longitud nal density of the residual
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In the present treatment, the residual gas is assumed to be neutral. A considerable ion-
ization would imply changes in the halo generation, but for low energies the residual gas
ionization is mostly irrelevant as the cross section increases with the beam energy (4.3.25).
To assure the validity of HTGEN a rough estimate can always beobtained analytically.
Ion Cloud Effect - Conventional Ion Instability and Fast Ion Instability
Conventional Ion Instability:
The ion cloud effect mainly occurs in electron acceleratorsbecause a positively charged
beam will typically push the ions to the wall of the vacuum chamber before they can do
a significant damage to the beam. In the case of an electron beam the ions can be either
lost between two bunches or they are not enough accelerated,so that they don’t reach the
wall before the next bunch arrives and get trapped. In the latt r case the number of ions
around the beam increases linearly with the number of bunches passing.
In circular machines when the gap between two bunches is not large enough to clear the
ions from the chamber, the ions are trapped and the number of ions increases rapidly. This
is known as theconventional ion instability(fig. 4.3.5). To avoid the ion trapping, a gap
is introduced between the bunches/trains or clearing electrodes are used (fig.4.3.6).
Figure 4.3.5: Conventional ion trap-
ping, no gap in e−-beam, trapped ions,
ion lifetime≫ 1 turn
Figure 4.3.6: Fast ion instability, gap ine−-
beam, ions not trapped, ion lifetime< 1 turn
Fast Ion Instability:
Even if the ion lifetime is smaller than one turn, they can still lead to an instability, the
fast ion instability. The fast ion instability is a head-tail effect, where the trains/bunches
in the head built up an ion cloud, which then interacts with the bunches/trains in the tail
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while the ones in the head are not affected (fig.4.3.7). Therefore it can arise in circular
machines as well as in linacs. In the following we will shortly introduce the relevant pa-
rameters necessary for our rough estimates.
Figure 4.3.7: The fast beam ion instability is a head tail effect.
The electrons from the ionized molecules are repelled by thenegatively charged bunch
and gain high enough velocities to reach the wall before the next bunch arrives. Because
the ions are heavier than the electrons their transverse velocity can be so small, that they
move less than the transverse beamsize before the next buncharrives and hence affect the
following bunch. The resultant vertical motion of the beam particles and the ions is a mu-
tually driven oscillation. The ions can be trapped between bunches/trains if their coherent





where∆z is the distance between two bunches/trains. This trapping co dition is derived
from the assumption that the ions only move very little between the passage of consecutive
bunches. There exist different trapping conditions, but all h ve the form ofconst · fi <
c/∆z, where the constantconst lies between3 and4 [49], [50].








rp is the classical proton radius,A the atomic weight,σx/y the horizontal/vertical rms
beam size,Qi the ion charge and̃n the number of particles per bunch̃n = N (or in
the case of trapping between trains˜ = nN). With this expression of the oscillation
frequency (4.3.32), inequality (4.3.31) can also be written as a lower limit to the mass
numberA:




Ions with a mass number smaller thanAtrap are therefore not trapped, while all with a
higher mass number are trapped.
For the three studied accelerators only trapping between bunches can occur and we will
assume from now on, that the ions are only trapped between thebunches and not between
trains. If the coherent oscillation of the ions is small compared to the beam size, the force
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acting from the ions on the beam can be assumed to be linear. Otherwise the decay of
the force at large distances would have to be considered. Under this condition an initial
















wherefi is the coherent ion oscillation frequency given by (4.3.32). The parametera
is the peak-to-peak ion-frequency variation and takes the variation of the ion frequency
along the beam line as well as the ion decoherence, e.g. caused by the dependence of the
vertical ion oscillation frequency on the horizontal position into account. For a FODO
latticea ≈ 0.1. In [52] it is shown that (4.3.35) underestimates the risetime by a factor
2-3.
Another important parameter for the relevance of the fast-ion instability is the number of
risetimesnrt the beam needs to pass the beamline and the coherent and incoherent tune
shift ∆νx,y,coh,incoh induced by the fast ion instability [53].
nrt = L/(cτe) (4.3.36)




∆νx,y,coh = 2∆νx,y,incoh (4.3.37)
To avoid an instability the caused tune shift and the number of risetimes should stay< 1.
Validity of HTGEN
The fast ion instability can not yet be simulated by PLACET, but it is planed to include
the fast ion instability simulation code FASTION [54] into PLACET.
4.3.5 Touschek Effect and Intrabeam Scattering
By coulomb scattering the typically small transverse momentum of two beam particle can
be transformed into a large longitudinal momentum. Both scattered particles are lost, one
with too much and one with too little momentum. This effect isknown asTouschek effect.
Intrabeam Scatteringis the multiple coulomb scattering effect and leads to diffus on in
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all three directions and a change in the beam dimensions. Both effects are only relevant
for low energy beams with a very small beam size. The particlebeams we studied have
all a relatively large beam size and we don’t expect any halo and t il generation due to
intrabeam scattering or Touschek effect. Analytical estima es can be obtained e.g. by the
formulas derived by Piwinski [55].
Validity of HTGEN
For small beam energies and small beam sizes Touschek effectand intrabeam scattering
become relevant and the simulation would have to be extendedfor a realistic halo and
tail simulation. The Touschek effect could be relatively easy implemented in HTGEN.
One possibility is shown in [56], but in the case of HTGEN it would be probably easier
to implement the cross section and angle distribution analogically to mott scattering and
bremsstrahlung.
4.3.6 Space Charge Effect
The particle motion depends not only on the external fields, but also on the fields from
the coulomb interactions between the particles themselves. The effect of the coulomb
forces can be separated into two contributions. First the space charge field, which is the
smoothened field resulting from the combination of the fieldsof all particles. Second the
short range fields from binary coulomb collisions. According to [2] the short range fields
are very small compared to the average space charge field.
The electric and magnetic self field of the beam can be calculated using the Maxwell
equation and depend on the beam distribution. These fields exert a force on a test particle
with chargeq and coordinatesx, y andz given by the Lorentz force:
~F = q
(
~E + ~v × ~B
)
(4.3.38)
As shown in [2] the transverse electric force acts repulsive on the particles while the trans-
verse magnetic force has an attractive effect and tends to compensate for the defocusing
electric force with increasing beam velocity. When the velocity approaches the speed of
light the electric and magnetic self field tend cancel themselve in the transverse plane.
The longitudinal motion is only affected by the electric self fi ld and scales with1/γ3. In
linear accelerators the longitudinal electric self field always has a defocusing effect, while
in circular accelerators it is defocusing below transitionand focusing above.
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For a three dimensional uniform ellipsoidal beam the electric field is given by [2]:
Esx =
3qN (1 − f)




3qN (1 − f)









whereax, ay and az are the semiaxis of the ellipsoid in the laboratory frame,N the
number of particles per bunch andq the charge of one particle. The semiaxis are related
with the rms beam sizes byax,y,z =
√
5σx,y,z. x, y andz are the coordinates of the test
particle relative to the bunch centroid. The quantityf is an ellipsoidal form factor and is
a function of the parameterp = γaz/
√
axay with f(0) = 0. Values forf(p) can be found
in [2]. For the three studied acceleratorsp ≈ 0 and thereforef = 0.
In the transverse plane the equation of motion without spacecharge effects is given by the
Hill’s equation (1.2.3). The effect of space charge is included by adding a space charge
termFs, which includes the self electric as well as the self magnetic forces [2]:
x′′ + k(s)x − F̃sc = 0 (4.3.40)





whereγ andβ are the relativisticγ andβ factor,m0 the rest mass of one beam particle
andc the speed of light. In general the space charge term is not linear inx, but in the
case of an elliptical bunched beam the electric field is linear in all three directions and
eq. (4.3.40) can be simplified:
x′′ + (k(s) − Fsc)x = 0 (4.3.42)
whereFsc = F̃sc/x > 0. In the case of a FODO latticek(s) is the quadrupole focusing




Eq. (4.3.42) yields, that the focusing strength of the quadrupole is reduc by the effect
of the space charge force.
Longitudinal Beam dynamics with Space Charge
A linear accelerator is normally operated below Transition, .e. on the rising edge of the
rf wave, so that a longitudinal focusing is achieved by the rfacceleration [2]. This de-
scription is not adequate for the CLIC decelerator neither for TBONE.
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In the decelerator the particles experience only a defocusing effect caused by the wake-
fields. The influence of space charge could be estimated by comparing the self electric
longitudinal field given by eq. (4.3.39) with the longitudinal field in the PETS.
In the case of TBONE, a large energy spread is desired before the bunch compressor.
Therefore all three cavities are operated above transitionand enforce the longitudinal de-
focusing forces (ch.4.4.3) instead of reducing them. Also in this case, a rough estimate
could be obtained by the comparison of the longitudinal space charge to the longitudinal
field in the cavities.
The calculation of the longitudinal electrical field in cavities and PETS is not trivial and
therefore we will confine ourselves to the transverse space charge effects. In general space
charge effects are only relevant for electron beams in thekeV range and we suspect that
the longitudinal space charge effects can be neglected.
Validity of HTGEN
Space charge effects are not included in PLACET-HTGEN, but are normally only relevant
for electron beams in thekeV range. For an estimate of the relevance of space charge
effects the formulas presented above can be used.
4.3.7 Beam Loading and Wakefields
Only for very low energies in thekeV range electrons can’t be treated anymore as rela-
tivistic particles. Even in low energy accelerators, the beam energy lies in theMeV range
and we can assume that the beam particles are relativistic and move approximately with
the speed of light.
A free relativistic charged particle emits radiation perpendicular to its direction of motion
with a narrow angular spread of1/γ and the longitudinal electric field approaches zero.
This is still the case for a relativistic particle moving in aperfectly conducting pipe. When
the fields traveling along with the relativistic particle encounter geometric variations such
as rf cavities, kickers, diagnostic components etc., they ar scattered on the structure and
can act back on the beam. As the velocity of the particles is clo e to the speed of light the
principle of causality prohibits that the radiation catches up with the source particles or
particles in front, but it can act back on trailing particles. Therefore the scattered radiation
carried along with every beam particle is called thewakefieldof the particle.
For short bunches the energy of the wakefields tends to increase, because of the construc-
tive interference of the radiation from different sources.At lower velocities the wakefield
of the beam becomes more isotropic and destructive interferenc reduces the energy of
the wakefields. For even lower energies the effect of the wakefields is normally much
smaller than the effect of the direct space charge fields.
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Wakefields are generally damped oscillatory electromagnetic waves, which can be de-
scribed as a sum of all resonant modes excited in the structure. The wakefield effect of
the main accelerating mode is also calledbeamloadingand is commonly stronger than
the effect of the higher order modes. Modes with frequencieshigher than the cut off fre-
quency of the structure propagate away along the beam pipe and do ot stay localized,
while modes with frequencies below the cutoff frequency remain localized in the struc-
ture and may effect trailing bunches.
One distinguishes betweenshort-rangeandlong-rangewakefields. The short-range wake-
fields, which are generated by the particles in the head of thebunch, affect trailing par-
ticles in the same bunch, leading to energy loss and a transverse d flection of off-axis
particles. The long-range wakefields influence trailing bunches. The high-Q transverse
modes of the long-range fields have the strongest effect and cause time varying transverse
deflection of trailing bunches.
Validity of HTGEN
For the CLIC PETS in combination with the drive and the TESLA cavities in combination
with the ILC main beam the wakefields have been calculated with GdFidl and/or other
tools and are included in PLACET. For other beams and elements the simulation code
would have to be extended. For electron beams in theMeV to GeV range wakefields can
have a considerable effect on the beam dynamics as seen on theexample of the TBL drive
beam and have to be taken into account.
4.3.8 Optics Related Effects
The relevance of optics related effects do more depend on thebeam size and energy spread
than the average beam energy. Therefore they are not more or less relevant for low energy
beams.
4.3.9 Various Other
Dark currents and noise and vibrations are not energy dependnt and have to be included
if a considerable effect on the beam is expected.
4.4 Analytical Estimates and Simulation Results
We have performed halo and tail generation studies for threeacc lerators: the CLIC de-
celerator, the CTF3 TBL and TBONE. All input parameters for the CLIC decelerator and
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CTF3 are summarized for a better overview in appendixC. Parameters of importance for
scattering processes are defined in appendix appendixB.
4.4.1 CLIC Drive Beam Decelerator
The CLIC drive beam decelerator is the rf power source of the main linacs (chapter2.1).
To ensure a uniform power supply, it is essential to transport the drive beam with very few
losses until the end of the decelerator. Beside the direct effect on the rf power production,
lost beam or halo particles or emitted radiation could considerably increase the heatload
of the PETS and cause rf breakdown. The results of the halo andtail generation studies
for the decelerator were published in [57].
Analytical Estimates and Simulation Results
All decelerators have a slightly different length depending on the corresponding lattice
of the main linac. We expect the largest halo generation for the longest decelerator, for
which we performed the simulations. As a model we use the baseline specification of the
decelerator, which includes the effect of a beam offset, misalignment and longitudinal as
well as transverse wakefield effects. We chose a sliced beam model with200 bunches per
train,51 slices and1 macroparticle per slice.
The residual gas in the decelerator consists of40% H2O, 40% H2 and the remaining20%
shared amongCO, N2, CO2 with a total pressure of10 nTorr and a temperature of300 K,
which we also used for the analytical estimates. For the simulations we used for simplic-
ity a gas equivalent of pureN2 gas.
The basic parameters for the CLIC drive beam decelerator aregiven in table4.4.1and
4.4.2. The input parameters of the different halo sources are listd in the belonging sec-




molecule density [m−3] 3.22 × 1014
Table 4.4.1:CLIC vacuum specifications
Wakefields:
The PETS dipole mode transverse wakefields and fundamental mode longitudinal wake
field is included in the simulation and the results presentedin [12]. A summary of the
results is given in ch.2.3.3.
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DB station length[m] 1053.23
number of trains 1
Bunches per train 2928
Bunch separation[m] 0.025
Bunch length[mm] 1
number of particles per bunch [109] 52.5
Einitial [GeV] 2.4
Efinal [GeV] 0.4
Table 4.4.2:Beam and Lattice Parameters of the CLIC Drive Beam Decelerator
Misalignment and Beam offset:
The effect of misalignment of quadrupoles and PETS is described in detail in [58].
As the strength of the dipole wake of the PETS is proportionalto the offset of the source
particle, the caused transverse kicks will grow linearly with the transverse misalignment.
A small angle error in the orientation of the PETS has the sameeffect as a position offset
and can therefore be simulated as latter. In order to avoid large kicks and a resulting
envelope growth, the PETS misalignment must be kept below anrms offset of200 µm. In
the performed simulation the misalignment error is set to the maximum value of200 µm.
A quadrupole offset will add a dipole component in the lattice, resulting in transverse
kicks. The quadrupoles and BPMs (Beam Position Monitors) can be pre-aligned at best
to an accuracy of20 µm. An offset of this magnitude would increase the beam envelope
unacceptably. The misalignment of the quadrupoles can be compensated by correction
schemes like DFS (Dispersion Free Steering). We haven’t included the correction of
dispersion free steering in the simulation and therefore used a reduced misalignment of
the quadrupoles of2 µm.
An offset of the beam has in principle the same effect as a misalignment of the elements.
For the simulations we have assumed an initial beam offset equal to the corresponding
rms beam size. The beam sizes and beam divergences are given in table4.4.3.
Initial rms beam size inx [mm] 0.14
Initial rms beam size iny [mm] 0.33
Initial beam divergence inx′ [mrad] 0.23
Initial beam divergence iny′ [mrad] 0.10
Table 4.4.3:Beam Size Parameters of the CLIC Drive Beam
Dispersion:
In the definition of the dispersion function a small momentumspread of the beam is as-
sumed ch.1.2.3. This assumption doesn’t hold any more for the decelerator as the particle
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energy can differ significantly from the reference energy . In general we could extend the
definition and define the dispersion function over the taylorexpansion of the particle tra-
jectory x(s,p + ∆p) with a sufficient large∆p. A better approach taken in [12] is to
inspect the behaviour of an energy dependent beta functionβ(s,E(s)). In [12] it is shown
that the low energy particles are responsible for the envelope growth.
Beam Gas Scattering:
The total number of halo particlesNhalo at the end of the decelerator due to beam gas
scattering is given by the integrated scattering fraction multiplied by the total number of
beam particles:
Nhalo = n N Sint
(B.0.5)
= n N




whereN is the number of particles per bunch,n the number of bunches per train,Pi the
scattering probability in the elementi and li the length of the element. As the residual
gas consists of different constituents (40% H2O, 40% H2 and the remaining20% shared
equally amongCO, N2, CO2 , so20/3% each), the scattering probabilityPi is the sum
over the scattering probabilities of the constituentsj with a densitynj (table4.4.6)
Pi = Pi,brem + Pi,mott =
numb. of resid. gas constit.
∑
j=1
nj(σi,j,brem + σi,j,mott) (4.4.2)
whereσi,j,mott/brem is the mott respectively bremsstrahlung cross section of the constituent
j in the elementi given by eq. (4.3.4), (4.3.10) and (4.3.13). The mott scattering cross
section depends on the particle energy and the minimal scattering angle, which we ap-
proximated by the beam energy defined as the energy of the central slice and the beam
divergence given by eq. (4.3.6) in the element. As twiss parameters and emittance in each
element we took the simulated values which correspond to thebeam size definition of the
twiss parameters and emittance. The bremsstrahlung cross section only depends on the
minimal photon energy, which we set to a fixed value ofkmin = 0.01. Using these input
parameters the integrated scattering fraction and the total number of haloparticles for the
individual process as well as the total values yield to the values in table4.4.4. The total
integrated scattering fractionStot is very small and we therefore expect a very small halo
generation due to beam gas scattering.
Even if we don’t expect a significant halo generation, we wantto analyze the obtained
tracking results to point out some characteristics of halo and t il generation.
A comparison of the scattering fraction of bremsstrahlung and mott scattering shows, that
mott scattering is the dominant process. As the mott scattering cross section increases
with decreasing energy, the halo generation due to mott scattering is stronger in the end
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Smott,tot 7.69 × 10−9
Sbrem,tot 1.17 × 10−10
Stot 7.81 × 10−9
Nhalo 1.20 × 106
Table 4.4.4: Integrated scattering fraction along the decelerator for mtt scatteringSmott,tot and
bremsstrahlungSbrem,tot
of the decelerator than at injection, which is clarified by the initial and final scattering
probability (table4.4.5). Bremsstrahlung is energy independent and stays constantalong
the whole beamline (table4.4.5). The analytical estimates enable the computation of the
Pmott,initial m
−1 7.85 × 10−12
Pmott,final m
−1 4.19 × 10−11
Pbrem,initial m
−1 1.11 × 10−13
Pbrem,final m
−1 1.11 × 10−13
Table 4.4.5: Initial and final scattering probability for mott scattering and bremsstrahlung. The
effect of mott scattering increases along the decelerator while bremsstrahlung stays constant.
total number of halo particles, but not the halo distribution and the number of lost particles
as well as their characteristics, which we therefore simulated with PLACET-HTGEN. For
simplicity we used a gas equivalent ofN2 instead of the exact residual gas constitution,
a constant scattering angle equal to the minimal beam divergence of97.58 µrad along
the decelerator and a constant minimal photon energy ofkmin = 0.01. In fig. 4.4.1and
fig. 4.4.2the trajectory of beam and halo particles along the whole decelerator and for
closer inspection an extract of the decelerator is shown. Halo particles, which are scattered
far outside the beam core follow a trajectory far away from the beam core and finally get
lost, when the trajectory increases too much.
Especially interesting in the decelerator is the energy distribution of the lost halo parti-
cles. Most halo particles get lost at the end of the decelerator and have mainly a low
energy (fig.4.4.3). This agrees with the results obtained in [12], where especially the
most decelerated particles are responsible for the envelope growth in the decelerator .
Typically halo particles with a large initial scattering angle get lost. This effect can also
be seen in the decelerator.perhaps an additional pictures with the scattering angle ofthe
lost halo particles
In total a fraction (the ratio between the number of lost particles and the total number of
beam particles) of2.35 × 10−6 get lost. Hence the losses due to beam gas scattering in
the decelerator are very small and not of importance.
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Figure 4.4.1: Tracking of halo and beam along the longest CLIC decelerator: due to the deceler-
ation the beam emittance increases along the whole decelerator.
Discussion and Analytical Estimates of Halo and Tail Generation Sources not In-
cluded in the Simulation
Ionization of the Residual Gas:
To estimate the ionization of the residual gas, we used a residual gas constitution of40%
H2O, 40% H2 and the remaining20% shared equally amongCO, N2, CO2 , so 20/3%
each. As the ionization cross section increases with the beam energy, a upper limit for the
residual gas ionization is the ionization at the end of the drive beam, which is equivalent
to the end of one train as the drive beam consists of only one train, and the maximal
beam energy, which is the initial beam energy of2.4 GeV. For the calculation we used
eq. (4.3.25), (4.3.27), (4.3.28) and (4.3.30). The residual gas densities and beam sizes
are given in table4.4.2,table4.4.6and table4.4.7and the results in table4.4.8. ForCO2
the ionization is largest but is still very small with6.1%. The total ionization of the
residual gas is with1.8% also very small and won’t have any influence on the halo and
tail generation.
Compton Scattering:
Assuming a temperature of 300K, we obtain using eq. (4.3.18) and (4.3.19) a photon
density of5.45 × 1014 m−3 and an average photon energy of0.07 eV. As the dimension-
less parameterx defined in eq. (4.3.21) stays below10−3, we used eq. (4.3.22) for the
calculation of the compton cross section. Therewith the intgrated scattering probability
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Figure 4.4.2: Tracking of halo and beam along and extract of the longest CLIC decelerator: the
amplitude of some halo particles has increased significantly d the particle will soon be lost due
to overfocusing in a quadrupole.
ρgas[m
−3]
H2O 1.29 × 1014
H2 1.29 × 1014












Table 4.4.7: Initial and final rms beam sizes of the CLIC drive beam
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Figure 4.4.3: in the left upper corner: number of halo particles along the decelerator. in the
right upper corner: number of lost particles along the decelerator. in the left down corner: energy
distribution of the halo particles along the decelerator. in the right down corner: energy distribution
of the lost halo particles along the decelerator
σion [barn] λion[m−1] λgas[m−1] gas ionization [%]
H2O 1.56 × 106 3.09 × 106 1.62 × 108 3.4
H2 3.01 × 105 5.96 × 105 1.62 × 108 0.7
CO 1.76 × 106 1.74 × 106 8.10 × 107 3.9
N2 1.76 × 106 1.74 × 106 8.10 × 107 3.9
CO2 2.77 × 106 2.74 × 106 8.10 × 107 6.1
total - 5.76 × 106 3.15 × 109 1.8
Table 4.4.8:Residual gas ionization in the CLIC decelerator: A constantbeam energy of2.4 GeV
is assumed. The given values refer to the values at the end of one train.
yields3.82 × 10−11, which is very small compared to mott scattering with an integrated
scattering probability of7.69× 10−9. Thus the effect of transverse deflection by compton
scattering can be neglected. The energy spread caused by compton scattering is given by
eq. (4.3.24) and lies between0.04% at the end of the decelerator and0.26% at injection.
This is negligible compared to the energy spread induced by the transverse wakefields.
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Synchrotron Radiation:
In the decelerator the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation is very small as the de-
celerator is a linear accelerator and the only significant energy loss due to synchrotron
radiation could occur in the quadrupoles. In addition the small deceleration of the beam
particles caused by the emission of synchrotron radiation photons is negligible compared
to the deceleration experienced in the PETS.
Electron Cloud Effects:
As described in ch.4.3.4the electron cloud effect is not relevant in our case as the driv
beam is an electron beam and the decelerator a linear beamline.
Ion Cloud Effects:
According to ch.4.3.4the conventional ion instability can not occur in the decelerator,
because the decelerator is a linear beamline. A simulation of a p ssible fast-ion instabil-
ity in the decelerator is planed but the implementation of the FASTION code [54] into
PLACET is not yet completed. For an analytical estimate we follow the approach taken
in ch. 4.3.4which was also taken for the long transfer line of CLIC [59].
The number of rise times and the tune shift depend on the beam energy and the twiss
parameters, which change considerably along the decelerator. To estimate the relevance
of the fast-ion instability we calculated the critical parameters for the initial beam energy
and twiss parameters as well as for the final ones.
As the drive beam consists of only one train, we can exclude trapping between trains.
Initial norm. emittance inx [µm] 150.0
Initial norm. emittance iny [µm] 150.0
Final norm. emittance inx [µm] 351.4
Final norm. emittance iny [µm] 340.0
Initial β-function inx [m] 0.579
Initial β-function iny [m] 3.354
Finalβ-function inx [m] 5.029
Finalβ-function iny [m] 6.778
Table 4.4.9: Initial and final emittance andβ-function of the central slice.
The twiss parameters were obtained from the simulations andare listed in table4.4.2,
table4.4.8, table4.4.7, table4.4.9. With an ion charge ofQi = 1 we obtain a critical
mass number defined by eq.4.3.33of Atrap = 7.18 × 10−3 for the initial values and
Atrap = 1.97 × 10−4 for the final values. Only ions with a mass number bigger than te
critical mass number get trapped, which are all in our case. Th number of risetimesnrt
and the incoherent tune shift∆ν given by eq.4.3.36and4.3.28yields: The tune shift
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∆νx,initial 5.3 × 10−3
∆νy,initial 1.3 × 10−2
∆νx,final 1.6 × 10−2
∆νy,final 3.7 × 10−3
Table 4.4.10:Incoherent Tune Shift due to the Fast-Ion Instability
[nrt,initial,3nrt,initial] [1.89,5.69]
[nrt,final,3nrt,final] [0.54,1.64]
Table 4.4.11:Number of Rise Times of the Fast-Ion Instability
stays below1 but the number of rise times is bigger than1 which indicates a possible oc-
curance of the fast-ion instability. If the fast-ion instability could occur in the decelerator
will be shown by the planned simulations.
Touschek Effect and Intrabeam Scattering:
We would expect that intrabeam scattering and Touschek effect ar not relevant in the de-
celerator as the beam size is quite large and the energy stillrelatively high. On the other
hand Touschek effect and intrabeam scattering could be morei portant in the CLIC de-
celerator than in comparable linear accelerators without decelerating sections as beam
particles, which have lost longitudinal momentum due to coulomb interact ion, could lose
almost all their longitudinal momentum during the deceleration and get lost [56], [60].
Both effects are not implemented in the simulation and a particle loss due to Touschek
effect combined with the deceleration can only be simulated.
Space Charge Effect:
The decelerator is a sequence of FODO cells, where the strength of the quadrupoles can
vary according to the beam energy. For a rough estimate we followed ch.4.3.6to obtain
the ratio between the space charge forceFsc and the focusing strengthk. The necessary





Table 4.4.12:initial and final averageβ-function over all slices
The quadrupole focusing strengthk was calculated from the average beta function over
all slicesk = 1/〈β〉2 (table4.4.7). All ratios stay below0.1% (table4.4.13), which is
very small and we conclude, that the effect of the transversespace charge is negligible.
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Fsc,x,initial/kx,initial [%] 2.04 × 10−4
Fsc,y,initial/ky,initial [%] 1.42 × 10−2
Fsc,x,final/kx,final [%] 2.17 × 10−3
Fsc,y,final/ky,final [%] 8.54 × 10−2
Table 4.4.13:Ratio between the space charge forceFsc and the focusing strengthk
Mismatch:
Studies have shown, that a mismatch of even a few percent doesn’t have an effect on the
beam envelope. Therefore if the beam is not heavily mismatched, we don’t expect an
additional halo generation from this source [61].
Coupling:
In the baseline specification of the drive beam decelerator coupling is not included. For
quadrupoles and PETS it is a good assumption that the motion in the transverse plane
is uncoupled. The effect of coupling due to misalignment hasbeen studied in [58] and
shows a rotation of the quadrupoles by less than1 mrad changes the beam envelope only
insignificantly.
Nonlinearities:
As in the PETS simulation only the dipole wake is included andno field errors are defined
for the quadrupoles, our simulations are purely linear. Theerror from higher order modes
of the PETS has not yet been studied, but small field errors of the quadrupoles won’t
probably lead to a significantly different behaviour of the beam [61].
4.4.2 CTF3 TBL Drive Beam
4.4.3 TBONE
We have studied halo and tail generation only for the superconducting linac of TBONE,
where the beam is accelerated to an energy of87 MeV. The simulation for TBONE have
just started and therefore many effects are not yet implemented and the tracking is not
totally adapted to the special case of TBONE. However the performed simulation give
a rough estimate of the halo and tail generation in TBONE. As TBONE is supposed to
deliver high power coherentTHz radiation, the beam has to be transported with minimal
losses in order to assure the required radiation power. Therefor an estimate of losses due
to halo and tail generation is needed.
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Analytical Estimates and Simulation Results
For the simulation and analytical estimates we assumed thatthe residual gas would consist
to 100 % of H2 with a total pressure of0.07 nTorr and a temperature of2 K. We have
simulated the beam dynamics with PLACET, which is describedin ch. 3.2. The beam
parameters and vacuum specification are given in table4.4.14and4.4.15.
pressure [nTorr] 0.075
temperature [K] 2
molecule density [m−3] 3.62 × 1014
Table 4.4.14:TBONE vacuum specifications
superconducting linac length[m] 3.11
number of bunches 1




Table 4.4.15:Beam and Lattice Parameters of TBONE
Wakefields:
For the wakefield mode calculation we used the routine written for the ILC main linac
with changed bunch length and charge. With this computationcombined with PLACET,
the longitudinal short and long range wakefields and the transverse dipole mode wakefield
are included in the simulation [62]. In the case of TBONE the long range wakefields are
not relevant as the TBONE beam only consists of one bunch. As the wakefields mainly
depend on the geometry of the structure, the bunch charge, energy and length only an es-
timate of the wakefield effects can be obtained by the simulations. An exact computation
of the wakefields could be performed with [22]. The results of the simulations are shown
in ch.3.2.
Beam Gas Scattering:
The method of beam gas scattering simulations is described in detail in ch.4.4.1and we
therefore only present the obtained results. As emittance,β-function and beam energy we
used the values obtained by the simulation with PLACET. The int grated scattering frac-
tion and total number of halo particles are given in table4.4.16. The integrated scattering
fraction for bremsstrahlung is very small and we don’t expect any halo generation from
this source. For mott scattering the integrated scatteringf action is comparable to the one
obtained in the case of the CLIC drive beam decelerator, but as the superconducting linac
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of TBONE is a very short accelerator, the halo generation dueto b am gas scatteri As the
residual gas consists only ofH2 the integrated scattering fraction for bremsstrahlung is
very smallng is totally negligible.Beam Offset
Smott,tot 3.66 × 10−9
Sbrem,tot 3.14 × 10−14
Stot 3.66 × 10−9
Nhalo 1.91
Table 4.4.16: Integrated scattering fraction along the superconductinglinac for mott scattering
Smott,tot and bremsstrahlungSbrem,tot
Discussion and Analytical Estimates of Halo and Tail Generation Sources not In-
cluded in the Simulation
Ionization of the Residual Gas:
The ionization cross section increases with rising beam energy. As the beam energy of
TBONE is small we therefore don’t expect any significant ionization of residual gas.
Compton Scattering:
The average energy and density of the photons emitted by the surrounding structure de-
crease with falling temperature. Because the temperature in TBONE is very low (2 K),
we can neglect the halo generation due to compton scatteringand also the energy spread
caused by compton scattering.
Synchrotron Radiation:
The superconducting linac does not include any bending or focusing magnets, where syn-
chrotron radiation could become relevant.
Electron Cloud Effects:
As described in ch.4.3.4the electron cloud effect is not relevant in our case as TBONE
is a linear electron beam accelerator.
Ion Cloud Effects:
The conventional ion instability only arises in circular accelerators and the fast ion insta-
bility normally only in long linear beamlines. In short linear accelerators an occurance of
an ion instability is therefore very improbable.
Touschek Effect and Intrabeam Scattering:
If the beam size is very small, beam particles could become halo particles due to Tou-
schek or intrabeam scattering. TBONE is first of all a linear accelerator, where intrabeam
scattering has hardly any effect, and in addition a relatively large beam size and therefore
both effects are probably negligible.
Space Charge Effect:
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Space charge effects are normally only relevant for electron beams with beam energies in
thekeV range or lower. Therefore we haven’t performed any estimates of space charge
effects.Optics Related Effects
We haven’t studied any effects resulting from mismatch, coupling or any dispersive ef-
fects, which could be the topic of further studies for TBONE.Nonlinearities are not in-
cluded either, because only the dipole wakes are simulated and no higher magnetic mul-
tipoles are included in the lattice.
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For the specification and description of the accelerating and decelerating structures of a
LINAC the definition and interpretation of a few characteristic parameters is necessary.
Characteristic of accelerating structures in general are discussed in [2].
Quality factor:
The quality factor characterizes the energy losses in the cavity
Q =
stored energy per unit length





whereW is the stored energy per unit length,P the ohmic losses per unit length andωrf
the fundamental (accelerating) mode angular frequency.
Shunt-impedance per unit length:
The shunt-impedance per unit length measures the effectiveness of producing an axial













N is the number of particles per bunch,ngas the particle density in the vacuum,σ the
crossection of the process,l the accelerator length.






P = ngas σ (B.0.2)
scattering per bunch:
Pbunch = P N l (B.0.3)
scattering fraction:
S = P l (B.0.4)
integrated scattering probability:
Sint =






Parameter List for the CLIC
decelerator and CTF3 TBL
80 APPENDIX
Parameter Symbol CTF3 CLIC
DB station length[m] L 22.4 1053.23
PETS misalignment inx/y [µm] 200
Quadrupoles misalignment inx/y [µm] 2
number of trains 1 1
Bunches per train n 1683 2928
Bunch separation[m] ∆zb 0.025 0.025
number of particles per bunch [109] N 14.6 52.5
initial beam energy[Gev] Einitial 0.15 2.4
final beam energy[Gev] Efinal 0.0657746 0.4
initial norm. emittance inx [µm] ǫx,initial 150 150.0
initial norm. emittance iny [µm] ǫy,initial 150 150.0
final norm. emittance inx [µm] ǫx,final 199.458 351.4
final norm. emittance iny [µm] ǫy,final 203.764 340.0
initial β-function inx [m] βx,initial 0.827315 0.579
initial β-function iny [m] βy,initial 4.72172 3.354
final β-function inx [m] βx,final 1.59991 5.029
final β-function iny [m] βy,final 4.724 6.778
initial rms beam size inx [mm] σx,initial 0.6502 0.14
initial rms beam size iny [mm] σy,initial 1.553 0.33
final rms beam size inx [mm] σx,final 1.575 1.50
final rms beam size iny [mm] σy,final 2.735 1.71
initial beam divergence inx′ [mrad] σx′,initial 0.23
initial beam divergence iny′ [mrad] σy′,initial 0.10
final beam divergence inx′ [mrad] σx′,final 0.30
final beam divergence iny′ [mrad] σy′,final 0.25
Table C.0.1: Beam Parameters of the CLIC and CTF3 TBL Drive Beam
Parameter Symbol CTF3 CLIC
pressure [nTorr] p 10 10
temperature [K] T 300 300
molecule density [m−3] ngas 3.22 · 1014 3.22 × 1014
photon density [m−3] np 5.45 · 1014 5.45 × 1014
average photon energy [eV] 〈ǫ〉 0.07 0.07
Table C.0.2: CLIC/CTF3 vacuum specifications
